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Fluid (\( \int = 76-88 \))

Some where there's a lit tle Child on the edge of the Wa ter,

The Wat er is big, the Wat er is deep, the
Water is One. (n)*

Some where there’s a lit - tle Child,

on the edge

of the Water,

Where there’s Water and children,

expectantly freely

Where there’s Water and children,

colla voce

* This closing to the “n” subsequent cutoff, here and in m.35, do not need to be rhythmically precise; I'm wanting to give singer permission to take some license with this cutoff. -E.A.
A tempo

fun.

The

Child sees possibilities — in the wake of the Water —

The Water says "Oh," the Water says "My," the
51
Water says “Yes.”

55
The Child sees something dancing, something...

59
sparkling, something full of mystery,

62
It's with awe.

with awe
65
al-most like the Wat-er.

68
- a-live.
glistening

72

77
mp
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90
in her eye,

93
Send ing - drips and drops and
droplets - brightly - soaring -

96
through the - open - air.

99


They are flying—
on the

wild, wild—
ride—

of their

Life.
Some fly wide and far and high.

Savoring each moment and welcoming ev'ry
dawn.

Some are hardly made before they're gone. That's how it happens, freely, meno mosso just how it happens,
All we know and all we are is drops of the Water, -

A tempo

Catch-ing the light and hold-ing it in our mirrors - for a time.

A gainst our skin we

mp fully, expansively
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fall back down into the

colla voce

A tempo, meno mosso

Water.

Somewhere there’s a little Child

on the edge of the Water.

just
On the Edge of the Water

Somewhere there’s a little Child on the edge of the Water. The Water is big, the Water is deep, the Water is One. Somewhere there’s a little Child on the edge of the Water, Where there’s Water - and children - there will be fun.


The Child sees something dancing, something sparkling, something full of mystery: It’s almost like the Water is alive.

Every day and night the Child is kicking up the Water, Kicking up the Water with abandon in her eye, Sending drips and drops and droplets brightly soaring through the open air. They are flying on the wild ride of their life.

Some fly wide and far and high, Savoring each moment and welcomed every dawn. Some are hardly made before they’re gone - That’s how it happens. Just how it happens.

All we know and all we are is drops of the Water, Catching the light and holding it in our mirrors for a time. Against our skin we feel it: all that open air. We are flying, we are flying, we are flying - Until we fall back down into the Water.

Somewhere there’s a little Child on the edge of the Water. Just loving the Water...
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